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About This Game

A tower woven of memory holds the book of doubts.
It invalidates the structure from within.

My angel went before me. She saw outer paradise and returned to me.
Now I must find the book that grins.

Explore the remains of the tower Babil and encounter the terrible images left behind by those driven into madness. Rescue the
artisan relics that reflect the old world and give you power as you explore the new. Arm yourself with weapons, items and the

experiences from the past to overcome the evil within. Are you brave enough to follow your Angel to the top of the tower?

Key Features

 Tons of semi-random floors to explore. Layouts can be learnt but item and exit locations will change.
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 A huge cast of enemies organised into varying encounter groups.

 A collection of different weapons and a bunch of items to find and utilise.

 Tons of Relics to discover. Each granting bonuses for future attempts.

 Level up with Offering experience after each attempt.

 Unlock extra challenging modes once you complete your first run.
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Not what I expected. As far as electronic music goes, this isn't even good. The tempo changes constantly and the choices made
by the editor are really confusing. It feels like the orchestral and electronic parts are out of sync.

I'll be sticking to the traditional Wadletoft music for CK2, it's far better.. I'm so extemly aroused by the main character of
Gerhard Meyer in his uniform that I can't properly focus on the game.. i love this game. What a dud. Drab brown houses and
more boring brown houses. Kind of looks like the neighborhood burned down.. Great game, very good continuation to the
original. If you don't know much about this series, its one of the good and fun games that makes reference to mega-man\/rock-
man series. It has enough re-playability for me to play over 40 hours, till a got the last achievment. It was money well spent. If
it's on sale, it's an easy buy.. Not bad story, though much boring reading. I didnt find out how to rest and to refill hit\/mana
points only with potions proved insane. One of the biggest stupidity is that morph monster thing, when time from time after
killing a usual weak monster there will spawn a powerful something. Combat weird= I almost never seemed to block enemy
attack. Overall I just dont see anything worth mentioning that would stand above average. Sorry to say that but there are milions
of games, why to bother with another one?
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All the stages distort in this one. If you don't like this game mechanic on the original game, you shouldn't buy this DLC. If you
do, buy it, as it is a good challenge.. The multiplayer is just awful... barely any servers to play in.. Touhou 15.5 Antinomy of
Common Flowers, whether you wanted it or not, (I certainly did.) It's finally here, and oooooh boy, I and many other Touhou
fans have waited for this for so many years, now. Antinomy of Common Flowers is the third installment in the floaty Touhou
fighting games, and differentiates itself from Hopeless Masquerade and Urban Legend in Limbo in the sense that it uses a
Master and Slave system, similar to Touhou Mystical Chain. (A very solid fan game, I must say.) Now to those who read this,
and to Touhou fans who never enjoyed the fighting games. If anything, just support ZUN and Twilight Frontier, they definitely
deserve it and we need every Touhou game we can get on here. If this goes well, it will lock in the fact that we'll finally be
getting Touhou on Steam, we're already getting some fan games as well, it's a good day to be a Touhou fan, so just buy away, I
can't tell you what makes AoCF good, what I can say is that so far, aside from a few bumps in the game itself, AoCF is a very
solid entry into Tasofro's spin off Touhou fighting games, I've been here from the very beginning of Touhou, and I'm here to
stay. I think they have never watched LOL or those kind of games and never played sports management games. Managing,
Scheduling, Simulating nothing is proper or well made in thing game. Totally worthless to play, waste of time.. Recommend for
fans of the duo. Good for a quick nostalgia flash.

The gameplay mechanics are pretty simplistic, but it works for me. I like playing Terence more than Bud though, since his
moves seems faster and I just like the multi-cheek-slap from the movies.

I really like that you don't just run around and slap, but you also have a simplistic shooting game, a car chase, the buggy stage,
horse riding...makes it more fun to play.

As a kid I watched them in german, so I set the text accordingly. The humor isn't really as good (trashy) as in the movies, I kind
of read them with more or less enthousiasm.

All in all the game gives me a smile on my face and I don't ask for more.

Thanks for this.

Edit: No errors in text, I'm just not worthy, checked the movies and they say it aswell. My bad. Please forgive me.. A solid mix
of real time strategy and a game called Galcon Fusion. The goal is to capture platforms. With these captured platforms you
generate units and 'powers'. In the end the goal is to capture all (enemy) platforms by splitting up your forces (while also
defending them, of course), and kill the remaining enemies depending on the mission.
The graphics are amazing, but the voice acting is a bit stiff though.
Give it a try, you might be surprised.

[Rating: 75\/100]
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